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We prove abstract analogous of Klein’s oscillation theorem by demonstrating the 
existence (and in some cases uniqueness) of eigenpairs with a given index for the 
multiparameter problem 
T,x,= 5 ~nV,,,nx,,,r O#x,EH,, m=l . ..k. (*I 
n=t 
Here T,,, and V,,,, are self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces H,. The index is 
based on the number of negative eigenvalues of T, - zf=, 1, V,,,, and on the sign 
of the determinant 6, with (m, n)th entry (x,. V,,,,,x,). We assume that certain 
cofactors of 6, are positive, and we complement previous work of Sleeman on 
Sturm-Liouville systems, and of Binding and Browne on (*) in the case where 6, is 
positive. 
1. INTR~DUC~~N 
1.1. Problem formulation. The eigenproblem to be studied is 
W,,,(1,3L)x,=O#x,EH,,,, m = 1 . . . k, (l-1) 
where 
W,,,(l, h) = -T,,, + x A,, V,,,,, 31 = (A, )..., A,) E 6‘ k, 
It=, 
for self-adjoint operators T,,, and V,, on separable Hilbert spaces H,, 
m=l .#a k. We assume that the V,,,, are bounded and that the T, are 
bounded below with compact resolvents. In particular, 
(T, - zZ,)- ’ is compact and positive definite (1.2) 
for some real t and each m, I,,, being the identity operator on H,. 
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This setting is well established in the literature, and includes the case 
where (1.1) represents k coupled Sturm-Liouville equations on L, spaces 
over compact intervals. For brevity we shall refer to the latter as the SL 
case: it arises naturally in certain classical boundary value problems after 
separation of variables. 
1.2. Right definiteness. The earliest oscillation theorems were for the SL 
case: Klein [lo] treated two coupled Lame equations and B&her [4] a more 
general problem with k parameters. B&her and subsequent authors have 
used the term “Klein oscillation theorem” for the existence and uniqueness of 
eigenfunctions with prescribed numbers of zeros. Ince [S] remarks that 
B&her’s analysis works equally well for a still more general SL problem 
which, following Sleeman [ 141, we shall call “right definite.” 
Concerning (l.l), the abstract analogue of Klein’s oscillation theorem 
involves solutions for which W,,,(l, A) has prescribed “index” (cf. (61). To be 
precise, if 1 E Rk then our hypotheses force [ 2; Lemma 2] W,( 1, S) to have 
a spectrum consisting entirely of real eigenvalues which we may list 
according to multiplicity as 
P0,(L~>~P~(LW-. 
We say that (1.1) is right definite (RD) if for some fixed a > 0, 
I &(@)I > a, 
where 
(l-3) 
(1.4) 
for each u = (ui,..., uk) such that u, E g(T,,,) and )]u,]I = 1, m = 1 ... k. 
(Whenever the symbols u, or u appear they will have the above meaning.) 
This condition includes that of Ince mentioned above. Then for each 
nonnegative integer multi-index i = (i , ,..., ik), Binding and Browne [ 2, 
Theorem 21 show that in the RD case (1.1) implies I E Rk and exactly one 
eigenvalue 3, = I’ exists such that 
pk(li’) = 0, m= 1 a.. k. (1.5) 
1.3. Left definiteness. Completeness and expansion theorems seem to 
have been the motivation for the alternative conditions nowadays known as 
left definiteness (LD). Hilbert (e.g., [7, Chapter 211) analysed a special SL 
case with two parameters, and although several authors have worked on 
aspects of his analysis, the first k-parameter generalisation seems to be that 
of KQlstrGm and Sleeman [9], for the SL case. Various abstract versions of 
LD have been explored, but as Binding [ 1 ] shows, they are all equivalent 
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after a nonsingular affine eigenvalue transformation to the combination of 
the conditions LD, and LD,, which we now define. Recall the notation 
urn--see (1.4): 
LD,: Forsome,B>O,(u,,T,u,)>/?foreachu,,m= 1 ... k. 
This is sometimes referred to as “strong” or “uniform” positivity of the T,,,, 
and is equivalent o (1.2) with r = 0. 
LD,: For some y > 0 and each U, B,,,Ju) > y, m = 1 . . . k. 
Here we write 6,,,(u) for the (m, n)th cofactor of 6,(u) (1.4). LD, is 
sometimes called an “ellipticity” condition. 
We should perhaps remark that, modulo invertible eigenvalue transfor- 
mations, RD implies LD, for all k and even implies LD, when k = 2, but not 
when k > 2. These and other relations between definiteness conditions may 
be found in [ 11. 
1.4. Oscillation theorems. Since LD is effectively weaker than RD when 
k = 2 (see above) it is natural to ask whether an oscillation theorem still 
holds. Starting with Hilbert’s students, various authors have tackled this 
question for the SL case. Such a result was, for example, given by 
Richardson [ 1 l] although he was mainly interested in the “minimal” 
definiteness condition for oscillations of large index. Recent sharpenings 
have been obtained by Faierman [5] and Turyn [ 161. In partticular, we may 
paraphrase Faierman’s result in terms of (1.1) and (1.5) as follows: if LD, 
holds for k = 2 then there is a nonnegative integer j(i,), nonincreasing in i, , 
such that at least one (and at most finitely many) h’E IR2 exist if and only if 
i, >j(i,). Moreover, j(i,) = 0 for some i* . 
Most of the two-parameter oscillation theorems have ultimately been 
based on geometrical properties of eigencurves, and do not extend readily to 
more parameters. Richardson [ 121 attempted a three-parameter result via 
sections of eigensurfaces, but as Turyn [ 161 remarks, the arguments are 
incomplete. Recently, however, Sleeman [ 151 has obtained oscillation 
theorems for the SL case for any k, under LD, and LD. Again we 
paraphrase these results in terms of (1.5) as follows: if LD, holds then there 
is an integer i, > 0 such that at least one (and at most finitely many) hi E IR” 
exist if and only if i, > i, . If LD holds then i, = 0 and at most two hi E IRk 
exist for any i > 0. We remark that Sleeman’s basic ideas were given much 
earlier in [13]. 
1.5. Summary. The main differences between the present study and that 
of Sleeman [ 151 (which is our principal motivation) are as follows. (i) We 
cover the abstract problem (l.l), thus including cases where the V,,,, have 
spectral gaps (e.g., in finite dimensions). (ii) We make explicit the role of 6, 
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(1.4), and under LD we classify the cases of zero, one and two hi in terms of 
6,. (iii) As for the RD problem in [2], we use variational arguments to 
reduce (1.1) to a nonlinear one-parameter problem (2.6) with certain 
continuity and monotonicity properties. In this way we obtain sharp results 
on the number of solutions under LD, with minimal continuity hypotheses. 
The arguments of Sleeman (and Faierman) depend on analyticity to give a 
finite number of solutions in all cases. 
The basic continuity and monotonicity properties of (2.6) are discussed in 
2.4 and 3.2, respectively. Theorem 3.3, on the existence of a “fundamental” 
solution (i.e., for which i = 0) under LD, is crucial. The other oscillation 
theorems are then derived in similar fashion, for LD in 3.4 and for LD, in 
4.1 and 4.2. We remark that such “fundamental” solutions have been 
investigated in their own right for k = 2 in [3], where necessary and 
sufficient conditions for their existence are derived. 
2. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
For this preparatory section, we shall assume LD, and 
CONDITION I: 
hEIRk and kk # 0. 
The operators 
W,,,(&, a) = -A,, T,,, + 2 A, V,, 
“=L 
then allow us to consider scaled versions of (1.1). In particular, we can scale 
by A; ’ to obtain the case 
O#&=i,‘, lEIRk, A.,= 1. (2.1) 
2.1. Reduction to a one-parameter problem. We start with the equations 
W,(& 9 h) x, = 0, m=l .-- k- 1, (2.2) 
assuming (2.1). If &, > 0 then (2.2) may be considered as a multiparameter 
problem in I= (J. , ,..., A,- ,) as studied in 121. Indeed, -A,, T, + V,, is self- 
adjoint and semibounded with compact resolvent [2, Lemma 21, while 6, 
(1.4) has effectively been replaced by its (k, k)th cofactor a,,,,. We shall 
consistently use boldface to denote a vector in Ck or Rk, while a caret 
indicates omission of the kth component. 
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It follows from [2, Theorem 21 that a unique 
A*=(il(&,i), l)E W (2.3) 
is defined for each positive 1, and each nonnegative integer (k - I)-tuple f 
so that 
Pi&) = 0, I<m<k, (2.4) 
where p’,(&) is the ith eigenvalue of 
W,(&) := W&,) A*). 
Here we count the eigenvalues as in (1.3), so 
(2.5) 
Of course, (2.4) and (2.5) involve substitution of I* from (2.3) and hence 
depend i, but we shall suppress the latter unless confusion can arise. 
The one-parameter problem that remains is the final equation from (l.l), 
i.e., 
w,(&) xk = 0 # xk (2.6) 
in the notation (2.5). 
2.2. Quadratic and determinantal forms. Recall the notation u,,,, etc., 
from (1.4). To each self-adjoint operator we associate a quadratic form as 
follows: 
4&n> = (%?I, ~m%A m= 1 . . . k, 
and similarly for u,,(u,), w,,&, h, u,,,) and w,(&, u,,,). In addition to the 
determinantal forms 6,(u) and 6,,,(u) already introduced, we shall use 
6(u) = f- t,(u,) 6,,,(u). 
z, 
(2.7) 
At various points we shall need to carry out explicitly the elimination of 2, 
implicit in (2.6). For quadratic forms this essentially involves multiplying the 
equations 
0 = Wm(&, u,*) = -A, t&m*) + u,,(u,x) 2,x, l<m<k, W-0 
by Bomk(u*) and summing on m, and yields 
wk(&, u,$) &kk(u*) = -&6(u*) + 6&*) (2.9) 
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by virtue of (2.1). The existence of u,* satisfying (2.8) (and therefore 
depending on k, and ;) follows from (2.4). 
2.3. Eigenvalue classification. We denote the eigenvalues of I%‘,(&. 11) 
(for 1, > 0) by 
-cf. (1.3). Since IV,,&,) has a spectrum given by (2.10) with 5 = h*, we see 
that (2.6) demands 
Pm = 0 (2.11) 
for some i > 0. Accordingly we shall classify the eigenvalues as follows. If 
(2.3) holds and (2.11) is satisfied with i = i, and A0 > 0, then we set 
Ai+ = b*(l,, i-)/n,. (2.12) 
Now the previous development is virtually unchanged if 1, < 0, although 
(2.10) reverses the ordering of eigenvalues. Thus we shall write 
hi- = A*&, i-J/& 
in this case. It is evident that any solution of (2.11) must furnish an eigen- 
value of (1. l), since 
by (2.10). 
pk( 1, A’*) = p#,)/& = 0, m = 1 ..a k, 
We should perhaps add here that for a given index i the symbol Ai’ 
denotes any eigenvalue derived via (2.12). We do not claim uniqueness, nor 
that all eigenvalues of (1.1) are of this form, although under LD these 
statements will turn out to be true. Also, it is quite possible for one, both or 
neither of A’+ and 5’- to exist. 
In order to avoid unnecessary repetition, we shall continue the detailed 
analysis only for positive A,,: that for negative i, is very similar. 
2.4. Variational characterization. The basis of our subsequent analysis 
is the minimax characterization 
pk(&, X) = min{max(w,(&, a, u,) : u, E E$} : E, G H,, dim E, = i) (2.13) 
-cf. [2, p. 10561. Here we continue to assume u, E g(T,,J, 11 u,J = 1 and 
A, > 0. As a first application of (2.13), we establish the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each fixed i, p$,,) is continuous for positive A,. 
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Proof: For each u,, and for each X E Rk, w,&, 5, u,,,) is continuous in 
2, so continuity of p#,, b) follows from (2.13). Now the proof of 
[2, Theorem 2] includes a continuous dependence argument. Although this is 
explicitly for dependence on bounded operators, an inspection reveals that 
continuous dependence is required only of certain eigenvalues. In our 
situation those eigenvalues are precisely the p#,, A), so we conclude that 
h* of (2.3) depends continuously on A,,. 
For each uk, it follows that wk(L,, uk) = wk(&, 1*, u,J depends 
continuously on 1, so another application of (2.13) completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE LEFT DEFINITE CASE 
Throughout this section we assume LD. Thus from LD,, LD, and (2.7) 
we have 
6(u) > k/3y > 0. (3.1) 
We do loot assume Condition I explicitly, although it will be seen to hold 
automatically. 
3.1. General properties of eigentuples. We start by showing that all 
eigenvalues of (1.1) can be obtained as in Section 2, and moreover that the 
sign classification may be determined irectly from 6, (1.4). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (1.1) holds, and write ui = x,/IJx, /I. Then for 
some i>O, either I=A’+ ERk and &,(u”)>O, or h=l’- elRk and 
6,(u”) < 0. 
ProoJ (1.1) gives 
w,(L A, u;) = 0, m= 1 -+. k, 
so eliminating 1 as for (2.9) we obtain 
iquy = A,6,(u”). 
It follows that 1, is real and has the sign of a,(~“), by virtue of (3.1). 
Using 6,,mn(us) instead of &,,(u”), we similarly find that A, is real, so the 
existence of an index i > 0 follows from (1.3). Q.E.D. 
It follows that Condition I is automatic, and we shall therefore renotate to 
the case where (2.1) holds. Similarly one may show that the eigenvalues have 
no finite accumulation points, and that eigenvectors may be chosen 
orthogonal with respect o the bilinear form generated by 6. The details are 
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standard, and we merely refer to, e.g., [2, Theorem 4; 14, Chapter 41 for the 
analogous arguments under RD. We might add that Theorem 3.1 implies 
that RD (also) holds if and only if all eigenvalues have the same sign 
classification. 
3.2. Uniqueness of eigenvalues. We continue to view i as fixed, and let 
A, >,u, > 0, setting v0 =&--,u~ and v* = A*(&, i)-A*(&, ?) in the 
notation (2.3). Let uk minimise w,$,,, u,) subject to u, orthogonal to the 
first i, eigenvectors of IV,,&,) (2.4), so (2.13) gives 
w,(&, $J 2 0 2 W&0, ua> 
-cf. [2, p. 10571. It follows that 
w,(vo 3 v, ug > 0. 
Interchanging A, and p,,, we similarly obtain u; so that 
w,(hJ 7 v, u;> Q 0 
and since the numerical range of W,,,(v,,, v) is convex, there are unit u, 
satisfying 
w,(v, 9 v, u,) = 0, l<m<k. 
Proceeding as for (2.9) and using the fact that vk = 0, we may eliminate v^ to 
give 
Wk(VO 3 v, 4) 4Ld~) = -cl &I (3.2) 
for any uk. 
Recalling LD, and (3. l), we see that w#,,, u,J decreases trictly in A,,. By 
(2.13), each p&&J has the same behaviour, and we have established the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given i > 0, at most one eigenvalue k” (and similarly at 
most one A’-) can exist. 
3.3. Existence of a fundamental eigenvalue. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, the 
existence question for Ai+ reduces to that of positive A; and Ai satisfying 
PW, > < 0 (3.3) 
and 
&(A,‘) > 0. (3.4) 
We shall discuss the simplest case first, viz., i = 0. 
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THEOREM 3.3. A’+ exists ifand only if&,(u) > 0 for some u E U. 
ProoJ: The existence of 1; satisfying (3.3) follows directly from (2.9) 
and (3.1). Moreover, (2.9) yields 
for any given UC, and so by strict monotonicity in A0 , we see that wk(&, UC) 
remains bounded as 1, 1 0. Using (2.9) yet again, we obtain boundedness of 
&s(u *), and hence of A,, t,Juz) for 1 < m < k because the a,,,(~*) are 
positive. 
Now &(a*)-’ is bounded as &LO, and so the solution I.* to (2.8) also 
remains bounded and we may choose a limit point h’ for I* as A,, 1 0. 
Further, (2.4) with i, = 0 yields 
for each u,, and by boundedness of the V,,,, we obtain 
wm(O, I’, u,) < 0, l,<m<k. 
On the other hand, (2.8) gives 
WJO, A”, 24;) = + 
nY1 
~,A~,) A,* = 4lM4J > 0 
and comparing this with (3.5) we reach 
sup Wm(O, A’, z&J = 0, l<m<k. 
urn 
Suppose now that 
sup W,(O, A’, U/J < 0. 
uk 
Eliminating 1’ from (3.6) and (3.7)-cf. (2.9)--we have 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
&l(u) = &(u) A; < 0, for all 24. (3.8) 
Assuming that 6, may take positive values, it follows that (3.7) cannot hold. 
Thus for some uk, 
w/@, 1’3 u/o > 0 
and so for small enough & > 0, 
It follows that (3.4) is satisfied, and A” exists. 
The converse follows from Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
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3.4. Discussion. Our object now is to make certain observations on, and 
extensions of, the proof of Theorem 3.3. Evidently a hop exists if and only if 
6, achieves negative values, so there may be zero, one or two “fundamental” 
eigenvalues of the form Lo*. 
If there are no such eigenvalues, then 6, is identically zero, and Theorem 
3.1 shows that (1.1) has no solutions at all. Moreover, 
k 
1 V”V,, =o, m= 1 . . . k, 
for some v E Rk, so after a nonsingular linear eigenvalue transformation we 
may ensure that, say, V,, = 0 for each m. Effectively, then, the problem 
involves k equations in k - 1 parameters, any k - 1 equations producing a 
subsystem satisfying RD. 
If one “fundamental” eigenvalue. say, li Ot, does not exist then (3.5) fails 
for i, = 0, so either pi(O+) = q < 0 or else pf(O+) = 0. In the former case, 
wk(&* 5”* %> < q 
for all A, > 0 and all uk. Arguing as in Section 3.3, we obtain 
w,(o, a’9 uk) < q 
so (3.8) can be strengthened to 
4du) < rl* 
i.e., RD holds. In the latter case. 
sup 6,(U) = 0. 
u 
Finally, the existence of Aof allows us to proceed to “higher-order” eigen- 
values in a similar fashion. Indeed, the existence of L; satisfying (3.3) is 
proved in recisely the same way for any i. Now let us define 
pk(O+, h) = inf{sup{w,(O, 5, u,) : u, EEA) : E, E H,, dim E, = i). 
(This is indeed the limit as &I 0 of p’,(L,, a), although we do not need this 
fact.) It is obvious that pL(O+, 5) is nonincreasing in i, so the argument 
leading to (3.5) yields 
ph(O+, a’) < 0. l<m<k (3.9) 
-note that h’ depends on i. Conversely, (2.4) shows that for any i,- 
dimensional subspace E, 2 H,, we have 
w&4 a*, u,) > &q&pJ > 0, I<m<k, (3.10) 
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for some U, E: El,. Comparing this with (3.9), we have 
pf)y(O+, A’) = 0, l,<m<k (3.11) 
as the analogue of (3.6). 
The remaining argument involves the sign of pjj(O+, A’) instead of (3.7), 
and easily leads us to the following oscillation result, where we define 
c7 i+ =inf(sup{6,(u):u,EEi, 1 <m<kk) :E,cH,,dimE,=i,}, 
and ui- as for ci+ but with inf and sup interchanged. 
COROLLARY 3.4. An eigenvalue Xii exists if and only if +a’* > 0. In 
particular, there is no eigenvalue I’* for any j > i if and only IT there exist 
i,-dimensional subspaces E, G H,,, such that 6,(u) vanishes whenever 
u,EEi, m= 1 . . . k. 
We remark that, in the SL case, the final possibility of Corollary 3.4 can 
occur only if i = 0. In other words, either 6, vanishes identically (so no hi* 
exist) or at least one A’+ or Ai- exists for each i > O-the latter is the 
situation discussed in [S] and [ 151. 
4. CONDITION LD, 
We now drop LD,, and with it all assertions in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
We shall, however, continue to assume LD,, and we add the assumption that 
Hk is infinite dimensional. We shall continue to seek solutions satisfying 
(2.1), although further (in particular, complex) solutions may exist in 
general. 
4.1. High-order eigenvalues. Since Section 2, and in particular Lemma 
2.1, remains valid, we may still approach the existence question for Ai+ via 
(3.3) and (3.4). Now (1.2) gives 
4&J>7 (4.1) 
so we may replace (3.1) by 
4~) > 1 (k - 1) 7 + t&J] Y > kv. (4.2) 
Thus (2.9) yields 
w/&, uk*) h&u*) < E -C(Q) 10, 
where E is a constant, and a subspace E, E Hk, of dimension i+, say. exists 
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so that c(u,J > 1 for all uk E E:. Here we rely on (2.13) and the fact that the 
eigenvalues p:( 1,0) of Tk tend to +co as i -P co. It follows that we may find 
A; > 0 so that 
whenever uk E E$ By virtue of (2.13), then, we obtain 
P:‘(G)<0 (4.3 1 
and in particular we satisfy (3.3) whenever i, > i+. 
Turning to (3.4), we start by noting from (3.2) and (4.2) that 
wk(vo, V, 24 Q ev,, 
where t9= -kry/sup, S,,,(U). This shows that, for any u:, w,(&, uz) 
remains bounded below as A, 10, so by (2.9), &6(u*) remains bounded 
above. LD, and (4.1) thus yield boundedness of &t,(u,*), so we may still 
derive (3.9). Further, (4.1) shows that we can replace (3.10) by 
and so again (3.11) holds. The remaining argument is identical to that for 
Corollary 3.4 for any i,, so we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.1. There are integers i+ and i- such that at least one hi* 
exists whenever i, > if and fo’* > 0. 
4.2. Minimal indices. Suppose i:(i) is the minimal value of i, such that 
Ai+ exists for given f= (i, ,..., i,- 1 ). By Corollary 4.1, i:(i) Q it for every 
choice of F. We claim that ik+(r) may be substituted for i+, in the sense that if 
i:(i)<i,,it 
then at least one Ait must exist. 
Indeed p;(;i,+) is nonincreasing in i, so 
follows from (4.3). Moreover, the definition of j = i;(i) forces p’,(&) to 
vanish for, say, A, = 1. Then 
and with Ai = A we have satisfied (3.3) and (3.4) so an eigenvalue hi” 
exists. We state this formally. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. For each i there exists i:(i) such that a Ai* exists if 
and only if i, > it (i’). 
This is our abstract version of Sleeman’s LD, result [ 15 ] mentioned in 
Section 1.4. That of Faierman [5] (for k = 2) also demands that 
min{iz(il), i;(i,)} be nonincreasing in i,. We may amend Corollary 4.2 to 
include this behaviour by noting that condition LD, is unchanged if we 
interchange the mth and kth equations in (l.l), thus given our final result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let each H, be infinite dimensional. Fix n between 1 
and k and choose i, for each m(#n) between 1 and k. Then there are i+ and 
i-, depending on n and the i,, m # n, such that a Aif exists if and only if 
i, >, i*. 
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